
 

Well-designed Bag Packaging Valve Drip With Coffee Custom
Printed Filter Pouches Zip Beans Package Flat Side Gusset Coffee

Bags

Our organization sticks for the principle of "Quality will be the life of your business, and name may be
the soul of it" for Well-designed Bag Packaging Valve Drip With Coffee Custom Printed Filter Pouches
Zip Beans Package Flat Side Gusset Coffee Bags, As a leading manufacture and exporter, we enjoy a
good reputation in the international markets, especially in America and Europe, because of our top
quality and reasonable prices.
Our organization sticks for the principle of "Quality will be the life of your business, and name may be
the soul of it" for Coffee Bags, Coffee Packaging, Coffee Packaging Bags, We guarantee that our
company will try our best to reduce customer purchase cost , shorten the period of purchase , stable
merchandise quality , increase customers' satisfaction and achieve win-win situation .
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1.China professional produce stand up kraft paper and aluminum foil coffee bean bags with valve.

2.They are not only packaging bags for your coffee powder or coffee bean. They are also the carrier of
your company's brand, mobile advertising, value communication. The most importance is that it is
environmentally friendly.

3.Because we know its value, we make every packaging bag with our hearts.
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1.The packaging bags made of PLA+PBAT+Aluminum +Kraft paper, which is compostable materials.

2.When the packaging bags are out of use, they can be degraded into soil in a year and absorbed by
plants. It’s really come from nature and return to nature.

3.No more pollution to the environment. The world will become better and better.

The detail data of Coffee packaging bags

Item:

Product
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https://www.oempackagingbag.com/well-designed-bag-packaging-valve-drip-with-coffee-custom-
printed-filter-pouches-zip-beans-package-flat-side-gusset-coffee-bags.html
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